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Abstract
People are strongly motivated to feel accepted by others. Yet when faced with acute peer rejection they often aggress against the very peers they desire acceptance from, which may lead to further rejection. The present experiment tests three potential mediators of aggressive responses to acute peer rejection in the critical developmental stage of early adolescence. Participants (N = 185, Mage = 11.5 years) completed personal profiles that were allegedly evaluated online by peers. After receiving negative or neutral peer feedback, participants could aggress against the same peers who had evaluated them. Rejected participants attributed more hostile intent to the peers, were angrier, showed a greater reduction in state self-esteem, and were more aggressive. Mediational analyses showed that hostile intent attributions mediated the acute peer rejection–aggression relationship, whereas increases in anger and decreases in state self-esteem did not. Thus, acute peer rejection evokes hostile intent attributions that, in turn, lead to aggressive reactions.
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If a person offends you, and you are in doubt as to whether it was intentional or not, do not resort to extreme measures.

Mark Twain

Rejection and offenses come to everyone, often at the hands (or mouths) of peers. When rejection comes, some people seem to be able to brush it off easily. In contrast, other people lash out aggressively because they assume that the rejection was intentional. The tendency to assume that ambiguous provocations of others are actually hostile and intentional actions has been dubbed the “hostile attribution bias” (e.g., Dodge et al., 2003). Mark Twain warned about making attributions of hostile intent, and for good reason—hostile attributions often lead to aggressive interactions with others.

Hostile attributions provide one possible explanation of why peer rejection can sometimes lead to aggression in youth. However, there are other equally plausible explanations, including increases in angry feelings and decreases in state self-esteem. To shed light on why people aggress against others who reject them, the present research evaluates these three possible mediators.

Explaining the Paradoxical Rejection–Aggression Link
People of all ages are strongly motivated to feel accepted and valued by others. In fact, this motivation is so strong that it has been labeled a need—“the need to belong” (Baumeister
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When children are excluded or rejected, it would seem most functional for them to try hard to regain acceptance and placate those who have rejected them. Instead, the opposite often occurs. Research shows that children who are enduringly rejected by their peers tend to become increasingly aggressive over time (e.g., Boivin, Vitaro, & Poulin, 2005; Dodge et al., 2003; McDougall, Hymel, Vaillancourt, & Mercer, 2001).

Longitudinal research suggests that the hostile attribution bias plays an important role in driving this effect. For instance, a prospective study among elementary school children found that children were increasingly likely to attribute hostile intent to peers over time as a consequence of sustained peer rejection (Dodge et al., 2003). That is, social rejection changes the way youth attend to social cues, by increasing their hypervigilance to hostile cues.

In research with children, the association between peer rejection and aggression is typically examined in the context of entrenched social relationships, comparing chronically rejected and nonrejected children. Although we know that children who are frequently rejected by peers also tend to be aggressive, the relationship between acute peer rejection and aggressive reactions has received relatively little attention. Common observation and recent empirical work indicate that incidents of acute peer rejection markedly increase children’s propensity to aggress (e.g., Reijntjes et al., 2010; Sandstrom & Herlan, 2007). However, surprisingly little is known about why acute peer rejection increases aggression.

This seems unfortunate, especially because the mechanisms underlying aggressive reactions to instances of acute peer rejection may differ from the factors that maintain or exacerbate rejected status and aggressive behavior among children who have been chronically victimized by a particular peer group. Experiences of acute peer rejection (e.g., being ignored, being chosen last for a team, receiving negative peer feedback) are commonplace in childhood and adolescence (Asher, Rose, & Gabriel, 2001), and a better understanding of the psychological processes underlying aggression in response to these common experiences may improve prevention programs for reducing aggression.

Why might acute peer rejection lead to aggressive behavior? One possibility is that hostile intent attributions mediate this link. In the domain of peer provocation, a body of research has examined the link between hostile intent attributions to hypothetical provocation and the reported likelihood of subsequent aggressive reactions. Findings demonstrate that thoughts about why others act in presumably provocative ways have a powerful effect on the reported tendency to behave aggressively (e.g., Dodge, 1980; Dodge, Pettit, McClaskey, & Brown, 1986; Orobio de Castro, Veerman, Koops, Bosch, & Monshouwer, 2002). Moreover, research using peer provocation scenarios has shown that elicitation and priming of hostile intent attributions lead to aggressive responses (e.g., Dodge & Somberg, 1987). However, to date there is no direct evidence that hostile intent attributions mediate the relationship between real-life acute peer rejection experiences and aggressive behavior. Moreover, alternative putative mediators have yet to be examined.

One likely candidate is anger. Attribution theorists (e.g., Weiner, 1985, 1986) have asserted that negative actions of others elicit anger when they are perceived as intentional, and this anger increases the likelihood of an aggressive response. Anger is the emotional concomitant of the propensity to aggress (e.g., Berkowitz, 1989), and reactive aggression has been described as an angry, defensive, retaliatory response to a perceived provocation.

Given that acute peer rejection reliably induces anger and angry children often behave in an aggressive manner (e.g., Hubbard et al., 2002), increases in anger may be another pathway through which acute peer rejection leads to aggression. Consistent with this argument, Graham, Hudley, and Williams (1992) showed that anger elicited by hypothetical provocations of same-age middle school peers perceived as malevolent increased the reported likelihood of behaving aggressively toward these peers. However, several studies in adults have failed to show that aggression mediates the link between actual social rejection and aggression (e.g., Baumeister, Twenge, & Nuss, 2002). Hence, more research is needed on this topic.

There are also theoretical and empirical reasons to believe that children may aggress following acute peer rejection to try to repair their damaged self-esteem. Based on an interdisciplinary review of findings on violent and aggressive behavior, it has been asserted that a major cause of aggression is perceived threat to one’s ego (Baumeister, Smart, & Boden, 1996). According to this view, people are prone to respond aggressively to the source of an external ego threat as an expression of the self’s rejection of these self-esteem-threatening evaluations. Empirical evidence indicates that acute peer rejection produces strong decreases in state self-esteem (Thomaes et al., 2010), and decreases in self-esteem, in turn, predict increases in aggression (Baumeister et al., 1996). Viewed from this perspective, decreased state self-esteem is another route through which acute peer rejection may lead to aggression.

Overview of Present Study

Participants in the present study were rejected or not rejected by peers and were then given the chance to aggress against the peers who had evaluated them. Young adolescents were studied for two reasons. First, young adolescents attach great importance to the opinions and appraisals of peers and are greatly concerned about interpersonal acceptance (Hawley, Little, & Pasupathi, 2002), much more so than are younger children (Damon & Hart, 1988; Harter, 1999, 2006). Second, in this developmental stage, experiences of acute peer rejection are common (Asher et al., 2001; Storch & Ledley, 2005), and the frequency of severe aggressive and violent behaviors increases steeply (Dodge, Cote, & Lynam, 2006).
We measured three potential mediators of the link between acute peer rejection and aggression: hostile intent attribution toward the evaluating peers, increases in anger, and decreases in state self-esteem. These mediators are not necessarily competing or mutually exclusive and may jointly explain young adolescents’ aggressive reactions to acute peer rejection. We used a single multiple mediation model to determine the relative magnitudes of the specific indirect effects associated with all mediators.

Method

Participants

Participants were 185 children (52% boys) in fifth and sixth grade classes from four public elementary schools in the Netherlands. Participants ranged in age from 10 to 13 years ($M = 11.5$ years, $SD = 9$ months), were primarily Caucasian (85%), and were predominantly from a middle-class SES background. Consent was obtained from parents (consent rate = 71%), and assent was obtained from children (assent rate = 97%). Participants received a small gift (e.g., mechanical pens) for their participation.

Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room at their school. Sessions lasted about 45 min. Children were told they would participate in an Internet popularity contest called “Survivor Game,” which involved players being evaluated online by a panel of peer judges. In reality, the contest was controlled by a computer program. To add to the credibility and the attractiveness of the contest, an eye-catching logo of the American TV show Survivor appeared on the screen.

First, a photo was taken of the participant by a web cam connected to the laptop. Participants were told that their photo would be uploaded so that the peer judges could see it online. Next, baseline (Time 1) measures of state anger and state self-esteem were administered. State anger was assessed with a six-item scale similar to the Anger subscale of the Profile of Mood States (McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, 1971). For all items (angry, annoyed, furious, enraged, mad, irritated), participants rated how they felt “right now, at the present time” on a 5-point scale (0 = does not apply to me at all to 4 = applies perfectly to me). Higher scores reflect higher levels of state anger (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .71$). Boys and girls had similar baseline levels of anger, $t(183) = 0.14$, $p > .80$, $d = 0.02$.

State self-esteem was assessed using a psychometrically sound six-item scale that has been used successfully in previous research (Thomaes et al., 2010). The state self-esteem scale is modeled after widely used trait self-esteem scales (e.g., Harter, 1985; Rosenberg, 1979), but participants indicate how they feel “right now, at the present time.” The scale contains both positive (e.g., “I feel good about who I am right now”) and negative items (e.g., “I am dissatisfied with myself right now”). Items were scored on a 5-point scale (0 = not at all to 4 = very much). The negative items were reverse scored, and then all items were summed (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .72$). Higher scores reflected higher levels of state self-esteem. Boys reported higher baseline state self-esteem than did girls, $M = 19.68$, $SD = 2.81$ and $M = 18.63$, $SD = 2.76$, respectively, $t(183) = 2.57$, $p < .05$, $d = 0.38$.

Participants were told that the other players and peer judges were of the same age but from different schools. To help the judges get to know them better, participants answered online several questions about themselves (e.g., their favorite musical group, things they liked and disliked about themselves, their personality traits). After a brief waiting period, participants were told they would have 5 min to look over the feedback from the judges. Participants saw photos of eight judges (four boys, four girls). By clicking on a photo, participants could see the judge’s profile (i.e., name, age, residence) along with the judge’s feedback about them. The feedback of each judge consisted of four evaluative statements that were presented in a short narrative.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two peer feedback conditions. In the negative rejection condition, three statements were negative (e.g., “I would not like to be friends with this person”; “I don’t think I would enjoy hanging out with him”; “I am not interested in the kind of things she likes”) and one was neutral (e.g., “I think this girl likes reading a lot”). In the nonrejection (control) condition, all statements were neutral. Participants could move back and forth between judges by clicking on their photos.

After reading their feedback, participants completed the state anger and state self-esteem measures again (Time 2). As a rationale for completing the scales again, participants were told that measures would be given at several time points during the contest because the designers of Survivor were curious to know how children would respond to positive or negative feedback from peers.

Next, participants completed a four-item scale that measured the extent to which they attributed hostile intent toward the peer judges in providing their feedback (i.e., “It was the intention of the judges to hurt me”; “The judges intentionally made up bad things about me”; “The judges made an effort to make me feel bad”). Items were scored on a 5-point scale (0 = completely agree to 4 = completely disagree). The second and third items were reverse scored, and then all items were summed (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .85$). Higher total scores reflected higher levels of hostile intent attribution.

Participants were then given the opportunity to aggress in two different ways against four peer judges (two boys, two girls) who had evaluated them. First, they could allegedly influence the amount of money each judge would receive for participating in the study. The default fee was €2 ($3).
Participants could leave this amount unchanged, subtract €1 or €2, or add €1 or €2. Second, participants could post comments about the judges (next to their photos) on the (bogus) popular Survivor website, which was said to receive a lot of hits. Two independent coders rated whether comments were exclusively aggressive (e.g., “This person looks fat and seems dull”; score = 1) or not (“This girl doesn’t seem very smart to me, but I think she is witty”; score = 0; κ = .90). For both aggression measures, scores were summed across the four peer judges to yield total scores for financial aggression and verbal aggression, respectively.

Finally, participants were fully debriefed. During the debriefing, participants were told that the judges, the coplayers, and the feedback they received were bogus. They were also informed about the true purpose of the study and the need for deception. They were assured that their responses were completely confidential. To reduce any potential lingering effect of negative feedback, participants were interviewed at length about a recent positive social experience. Research has shown that debriefing procedures are effective for both aggression measures, scores were summed across the four peer judges to yield total scores for financial aggression and verbal aggression, respectively.

Univariate follow-up analyses showed that the multivariate interaction between time and rejection was significant for both changes in state anger and changes in state self-esteem, $F(1, 181) = 37.84$ and $41.23$, respectively, $p < .001$. Follow-up simple effects revealed that children randomized to the rejection condition on average experienced a significant increase in state anger, and a significant decrease in state self-esteem, $F(1, 95) = 35.34$ and $4937$, $p < .001$, $d = .81$ and $0.86$, respectively (see Table 1). Nonrejected participants experienced a modest but significant decrease in state anger but no significant change in state self-esteem, $F(1, 88) = 5.49$, $p < .05$, $d = 0.20$, and $F(1, 88) = 0.55$, $p > .30$, respectively. No main or interactive effects for gender emerged.

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of Age, State Anger, State Self-Esteem, Perceived Hostility of Intent and Aggression Measures by Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Neut (n = 89)</th>
<th>Failure (n = 96)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (months)</td>
<td>M=139.7, SD=8.23</td>
<td>M=138.2, SD=8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State self-esteem T1</td>
<td>25.22, 3.19</td>
<td>25.15, 2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State self-esteem T2</td>
<td>25.32, 3.39</td>
<td>22.16, 4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State anger T1</td>
<td>7.18, 1.96</td>
<td>7.30, 1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State anger T2</td>
<td>6.85, 1.40</td>
<td>9.52, 3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived hostility of intent</td>
<td>1.61, 1.84</td>
<td>7.79, 3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal aggression</td>
<td>0.05, 0.21</td>
<td>0.93, 1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial aggression</td>
<td>−1.02, 2.22</td>
<td>1.89, 1.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$For each of the four judges, participants’ comments are dichotomously scored (1 = aggression, 0 = no aggression). Total scores are summed and can range from 0 to 4; higher scores indicate higher levels of verbal aggression.

$^b$Participants can increase or decrease the default financial reward for each of the four judges with one or two Euros. Increasing the financial reward is scored negatively (−1 or −2). Decreasing the financial reward is scored positively (1 or 2). Total scores are obtained by summing these scores across judges. Higher total scores connote higher levels of financial aggression.

Univariate follow-up analyses showed that the multivariate interaction between time and rejection was significant for both changes in state anger and changes in state self-esteem, $F(1, 181) = 37.84$ and $41.23$, respectively, $p < .001$. Follow-up simple effects revealed that children randomized to the rejection condition on average experienced a significant increase in state anger, and a significant decrease in state self-esteem, $F(1, 95) = 35.34$ and $49.37$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.81$ and $0.86$, respectively (see Table 1). Nonrejected participants experienced a modest but significant decrease in state anger but no significant change in state self-esteem, $F(1, 88) = 5.49$, $p < .05$, $d = 0.20$, and $F(1, 88) = 0.55$, $p > .30$, respectively. No main or interactive effects for gender emerged.

Univariate follow-up analyses showed that the multivariate interaction between time and rejection was significant for both changes in state anger and changes in state self-esteem, $F(1, 181) = 37.84$ and $41.23$, respectively, $p < .001$. Follow-up simple effects revealed that children randomized to the rejection condition on average experienced a significant increase in state anger, and a significant decrease in state self-esteem, $F(1, 95) = 35.34$ and $49.37$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.81$ and $0.86$, respectively (see Table 1). Nonrejected participants experienced a modest but significant decrease in state anger but no significant change in state self-esteem, $F(1, 88) = 5.49$, $p < .05$, $d = 0.20$, and $F(1, 88) = 0.55$, $p > .30$, respectively. No main or interactive effects for gender emerged.

**Results**

**Random Assignment Manipulation Check**

A MANOVA revealed that age, state anger, and state self-esteem at baseline did not differ between the two peer feedback conditions ($p > .50$), indicating that random assignment to conditions was effective (see Table 1).

**Effects of Acute Peer Rejection on Hostile Intent Attribution, Changes in State Anger, and Changes in State Self-Esteem**

A 2 (rejection vs. no rejection) × 2 (participant gender) ANOVA revealed that children attributed more hostile intent to the negative rejecting feedback than they did to the neutral feedback, $F(1, 181) = 185.61$, $p < .001$, $d = 2.18$ (see Table 1). No main or interactive effects for gender emerged.

Next, a 2 (rejection vs. no rejection) × 2 (participant gender) × 2 (pre- vs. postfeedback measurement time) MANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor was conducted, with state anger and state self-esteem serving as dependent variables. Results revealed a main effect for time and a significant interaction between time and rejection, $F(2, 180) = 28.26$, respectively, $p < .001$ (see Table 1).
Consistent with meta-analytic findings showing that different measures of aggression tap the same underlying construct (Carlson, Marcus-Newhall, & Miller, 1989), the two aggression indices (financial and verbal) were significantly positively correlated (r = .42, p < .001) and showed a similar pattern of results. The two indices were therefore standardized and summed to form a composite aggression measure for the mediational analyses reported below.1

### Are the Effects of Acute Peer Rejection on Aggression Mediated by Hostile Intent Attributions, Changes in Anger, or Changes in State Self-Esteem?

In Figure 1, a multiple mediation model with j mediators is displayed. The total effect of X on Y is represented by Path c in Figure 1a. Figure 1b represents both the direct effect of X on Y (Path c’) and the indirect effects of X on Y via the j mediators. The specific indirect effect of X on Y via Mediator i (Brown, 1997; Fox, 1985) is defined as the product of the two paths linking X to Y via that mediator. For instance, the specific indirect effect of X on Y through M1 is calculated as a3*bi. Including several putative mediators in a single multiple mediation model allows one to determine which mediators are most important. Importantly, a specific indirect effect through a mediator (say M2) in the multiple mediation context does not equal the indirect effect through M2 alone, unless all other mediators are uncorrelated to M2 (the correlations between the three putative mediators and aggressive reactions are shown in Table 2).

To assess the total and specific indirect effects for the three putative mediators, the bootstrapping procedure for multiple mediators was used (see Preacher & Hayes, 2008). This procedure addresses the problem that the paths that constitute the indirect effects rarely follow a multivariate normal distribution, and it provides the most powerful and reasonable method to obtain point estimates and confidence intervals for specific indirect effects. In the present analysis, the number of bootstrap resamples was 5,000. We used the bias-corrected and accelerated confidence interval, which is the most stringent test for mediation (e.g., Briggs, 2006; Williams & MacKinnon, 2008).

The results of the mediational analyses are shown in Table 3. The findings show that, when considered as a set, hostile intent attributions, changes in anger, and changes in state self-esteem mediate the effect of the feedback manipulation on subsequent aggression. The total and direct effects of the feedback manipulation on aggression are 2.076 (p < .001) and 1.369 (p < .001), respectively. The difference between the total and direct effects is the total indirect effect through the three mediators, with a point estimate of 0.706 (95% bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap CI = 0.316 to 1.196). Because the confidence interval excludes the value 0, the difference between the total and direct effects of the rejection manipulation on aggression is significant.

The specific indirect effects reveal that only hostile intent attribution is a significant mediator because it is the only confidence interval that excludes the value 0. Neither changes in state self-esteem nor changes in anger contribute to the indirect effect above and beyond hostile intent attribution, which indicates mediation specificity.

We considered it important to also examine the possibility that anger and self-esteem mediate the relation between acute peer rejection and aggression, but not as strongly as hostile attributions. To that end, separate mediation analyses were performed (see Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, & Agras, 2002). Changes in state anger did not mediate the effect of acute peer rejection on aggression because neither changes in state anger nor the interaction between the feedback manipulation and changes in state anger were associated with aggression. This finding indicates no partial or complete mediation. For the same reason, changes in state

---

**Figure 1. Illustration of a multiple mediation design with j mediators.**

---

| Table 2. Zero-Order Intercorrelations Between Putative Mediators and Aggression by Condition |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Variable                                      | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   |
| 1. Change in anger from Time 1 to Time 2      | —   | -.41** | .41** | .11 |
| 2. Change in state self-esteem from Time 1 to Time 2 | -.07 | —   | -.18 | .02 |
| 3. Hostile intent attribution                  | .05 | -.23* | —   | .34*** |
| 4. Aggression                                 | .05 | .13  | .12  | —   |

Figures above the diagonal pertain to the negative, rejection feedback condition, figures below the diagonal pertain to the nonrejection (control) condition.

*p < .05. **p < .01.
self-esteem did not mediate the effect of acute peer rejection on aggression.

In contrast, results showed that the main effect of hostile intent attribution on aggressive responding was significant after controlling for feedback condition, $F(1,182) = 16.99$, $\beta = .34$, $p < .001$. No significant interaction effect between condition and hostile intent attribution was observed ($p > .20$). These findings indicate significant mediation. The Sobel (1982) test of the indirect effect of acute peer rejection on aggression was also significant, $z = 3.38$, $p < .001$. The link between acute peer rejection and aggression became weaker after controlling for hostile intent attribution but was still significant, $\beta = .62$, $p < .01$, and $\beta = .38$, $p < .01$, respectively.

**Discussion**

The present study is the first to investigate mechanisms governing the link between acute peer rejection in real time and retaliatory aggression in youth. Negative rejecting peer feedback led to high aggression levels against the peer judges who had delivered the negative feedback. Although the rejection experience exerted strong effects on each of the three examined putative mediators, our findings reveal mediational specificity by demonstrating that only hostile intent attributions mediated the link between acute peer rejection and subsequent aggression.

The observation that hostile intent attributions constitute the critical link between an instance of peer rejection and subsequent aggressive responding is consistent with recent research in adults showing that actual social rejection activates a hostile cognitive bias, which in turn predicts subsequent aggressive responses (DeWall, Twenge, Gitter, & Baumeister, 2009). However, whereas previous research demonstrated that generalized hostile cognitions (people's tendency to think in hostile ways about others) lead to the aggressive treatment of others who were not involved in the rejection experience (i.e., displaced aggression), the present research indicates that hostile intent attributions toward the rejecting peers governed direct (retaliatory) aggression against these same peers.

The important role of hostile intent attributions in shaping aggressive responses to acute social rejection is also stressed in the multimotive model of reactions to interpersonal rejection (Smart Richman & Leary, 2009). According to this theory, although the immediate reactions to social rejection experiences are negative affect and lowered state self-esteem, the cognitive construal of the rejection event is most influential in determining the subsequent behavioral response. In the immediate aftermath of a social rejection experience, people simultaneously experience competing motives, including regaining acceptance, hurting the person who rejected them, and avoiding further social contact with the person delivering the rejection. The theory proposes that aggression will predominate when the rejection is perceived as hostile and unfair, especially when the relationship is not highly valued and expectations of repairing the relationship are low.

Although numerous studies have demonstrated a linkage between hostile intent attributions and reactive aggression in youth, most of this research was conducted with children nominated as aggressive by peers (e.g., Dodge & Somberg, 1987) or youth incarcerated for criminal offenses (e.g., Dodge, Price, Bachorowski, & Newman, 1990). It has already been established that children with hostile attributional biases tend to retaliate in response to ambiguous provocation events. These biases appear to originate from chronic peer rejection or victimization, early harsh and abusive parenting, and a temperamentally disposition toward anxiety, angry reactivity, and deficient emotion regulation (e.g., Dodge, Lochman, Harnish, Bates, & Pettit, 1997; Weiss, Dodge, Bates, & Pettit, 1992). Moreover, the relation between hostile intent attributions and social maladjustment (e.g., rejection) is quite robust (Crick & Dodge, 1994). This study extends previous studies by showing that hostile intent attributions

---

**Table 3. Mediation of the Effect of Acute Peer Rejection on Aggression Through Hostile Intent Attribution, Increases in Anger, and Decreases in State Self-Esteem**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediating variables</th>
<th>Total effect</th>
<th>Direct effect</th>
<th>Total indirect effect</th>
<th>Path between rejection and mediator</th>
<th>Path between mediator and aggression</th>
<th>Specific indirect effects</th>
<th>Bias-corrected and accelerated 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hostile intent attribution</td>
<td>2.076**</td>
<td>1.369**</td>
<td>0.706**</td>
<td>1.424**</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in state self-esteem</td>
<td>-0.860***</td>
<td>0.208*</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in state anger</td>
<td>0.832**</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .10, **p < .05.
assessed in a community sample not merely covary with but also mediate interpersonally aggressive reactions to acute peer rejection in real time.

Our findings provide no empirical support for the hypotheses that either changes in anger or changes in state self-esteem mediate the link between acute peer rejection and aggression. Although rejection yielded pronounced increases in anger and decreases in state self-esteem, results show that these responses did not increase subsequent aggression. Hence, two of the three plausible putative mediators did not play a role in the link between acute peer rejection and aggression. The null findings for anger in the present sample of youth suggest that hostile intent attributions instigate aggressive behavior without the mediating influence of anger, which is consistent with theories proposing that anger and aggression are parallel processes (Berkowitz, 1983). This finding is at odds with previous research that used hypothetical peer provocation scenarios (Graham et al., 1992), but it is in line with several studies in adults showing that negative emotional reactions do not mediate the linkage between actual social rejection experiences and subsequent aggressive responses (e.g., Twenge & Campbell, 2003). This discrepancy between study findings is consistent with previous work showing that anticipated responses to hypothetical emotion-eliciting events often differ from online obtained responses to these events (e.g., Robinson & Clore, 2002).

Several features of the current study deserve further comment. With regard to external validity, we acknowledge that laboratory aggression measures share few surface features with real-world physical aggression. However, these aggression measures do share the core conceptual features of delivering a noxious stimulus to a victim with the intent and expectation of harming the victim. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that laboratory and real-world aggression measures are influenced in similar ways by situational variables (e.g., provocation, alcohol intoxication, violent media) and individual difference variables (e.g., trait aggressiveness, Type A personality, gender; Anderson & Bushman, 1997). Second, our findings revealed that hostile intent attributions only partially mediated the effects of acute peer rejection on subsequent aggression. Hence, future studies are needed to identify other potential mediators. Some possibilities include rejection leading to weakened social inhibitions to aggress and rejection leading to lowered self-control (see Leary, Twenge, & Quinlivan, 2006, for a review). Third, whereas the social information processes and potential cognitive distortions activated in response to online peer rejection are likely highly automated, participants completed a hostile intent measure that required conscious thought to tap these processes. We cannot rule out the possibility that processing patterns assessed in conscious, formal ways are not identical to automatic, rapid, “preemptive” processing patterns (Crick & Dodge, 1994) that occur “without thinking.” Noteworthy, in a study comparing the processing of social information of rejected boys under reflective versus automatic conditions, information was processed in a more distorted fashion under automatic conditions (Rabiner, Lenhart, & Lochman, 1990). Hence, the reflective measure used in the present research may have underestimated the magnitude and effects of the actually experienced hostile intent attribution bias. Nevertheless, an important challenge for future research is to use measures that enable the assessment of automatic cognitive processes.

The present study is not without limitations. First, participants were rejected by unfamiliar peers rather than by significant others. Clearly, reactions to rejection from close friends or family members may differ from those elicited by rejections from strangers. For instance, prosocial responses to rejection may be more likely when the relationship is highly valued by the rejected individual and expectations of relational repair are high (Smart Richman & Leary, 2009). However, during the past two decades, online communications with unfamiliar peers have become an integral part of young adolescents’ daily life, and cyber aggression is a mounting problem in today’s society (Smith et al., 2008). Second, our findings are based on a community sample of young adolescents consisting of primarily middle-class Caucasians. Future research should examine clinical samples and include children from different ethnic groups as well as children from younger and older age groups. Third, the putative mediators in this study were measured rather than manipulated. Consequently, the test of mediation is correlational, not experimental.

Notwithstanding these limitations, this is the first study examining potential mediators of the link between acute peer rejection and aggression in youth. The present findings shed light on why youth are likely to respond aggressively when faced with acute peer rejection. Contrary to the view that damaged self-esteem or increases in anger mediate this link, our findings show that hostile intent attributions better account for why youth aggress in response to acute peer rejection. Youth feel bad after being rejected, but these bad feelings do not necessarily lead to aggression. But if youth think the rejection was provided with hostile intentions, they are likely to “resort to extreme measures” (to use the words of Mark Twain) and lash out aggressively against those who rejected them.
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Note
1. We also performed mediational analyses for both aggression measures separately. Results were identical.
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